
2024 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Contemporary Hairstyling

Abbott Elementary

Mother's Day

Barbara invites Gregory to her family’s Mother’s Day brunch. Jacob scrambles to figure out how to organize
a school field trip.

All American

Public Service Announcement

Spencer James is a rising high school football player and a student at South Crenshaw High, but when
coach Billy Baker recruits him to join his team in Beverly Hills, Spencer's mother, Grace, and his best
friend, Coop, convince him it's an opportunity he has to seize.

American Horror Story: Delicate

Little Gold Man

The world around Anna is starting to crescendo in every way: her career path continues to skyrocket, while
her personal life is more stressful than ever - just in time for Hollywood's big night.

And Just Like That...

Met Cute

While Carrie questions whether she’s ready for more than a casual fling, Miranda starts to worry her
relationship with Che is only about sex.

Apples Never Fall

Amy

At a press conference updating the media about Joy’s disappearance, Amy announces that she will be
hosting a hope circle at her home. In a flashback, Amy meets Savannah, and her competing birthday cake,
at Stan’s 65th birthday celebration in which Joy takes a fall and lands in the hospital.

Baby Reindeer

Episode 3

Donny takes some time off from the pub and tries to make amends with Teri. But no matter how much he
avoids Martha, he can't escape her for long.

Based On A True Story

Love You, Buzzfeed

Nathan and Ava attend an auction at Ruby and Simon’s house and find Matt there. Ruby confronts Ava and
wants in on their podcast money. Simon, enraged by Ruby’s flagrant cheating, pulls out a gun. When
Jessica Alba tweets hatred for the podcast, fame and fortune vanish in real time.

The Bear

Fishes

Feast of the Seven Fishes.



Black Mirror

Joan Is Awful

An average woman discovers a global streaming service has adapted her daily life — and her secrets —
into a drama starring actress Salma Hayek.

Bob Hearts Abishola

These Giants Are Flexible

When Bob and Abishola go to New York City with Dele for his Julliard audition, Abishola, has a dream about
the great job she has done raising Dele and reconnects with her brother Ade.

Bookie

Nepo Bookies

After the passing of his beloved uncle and mentor, Danny faces increasing threats from his estranged
cousin, Viggy.

The Brothers Sun

Gymkata

With the ghosts gathering in Los Angeles, the family regroups until an unexpected visitor disrupts their
plans. A momentous occasion descends into chaos.

The Changeling

This Woman's Work

The mysterious washerwoman’s ominous words leave a lasting impression. Apollo comes face-to-face with
his true enemy.

Chicago Med

Spin A Yarn, Get Stuck In Your Own String

Ripley and Charles treat members of a cult. Zola’s suspension takes an unexpected toll on Crockett. Dr.
Abrams’ 5-month-old son lands in the E.D. under questionable circumstances.

The Curse

Land Of Enchantment

Newly married couple Whitney and Asher Siegel set out to make a show.

Death And Other Details

Tragic

Imogene is betrayed by someone close to her as more victims fall prey to Viktor Sams.

Dr. Death

191

Yesim, a young woman from Turkey, undergoes an exploratory procedure in which Dr. Macchiarini
unexpectedly removes her lung, positioning her as a candidate for his deadly tracheal transplant. Now
under Dr. Gamelli’s care, Yesim undergoes multiple surgeries while Gamelli, knowing that Macchiarini is a
fraud, is determined to expose him.

Dreaming Whilst Black

The Premiere

Kwabena is riding high after showcasing his film, which has gone down brilliantly with old friends and
important guests from the film industry, and he finally receives an offer that makes him feel like he has
taken the first step towards his dream.



Elsbeth

A Fitting Finale

When an unlikable fashion photographer is murdered in the middle of a fashion show, Elsbeth and the team
suspect the killer to be either the photographer’s college ex – and leading model of the show, Nadine or her
jealous husband. Meanwhile, Elsbeth’s role at the precinct is thrown into question.

Expats

Central

Central shifts the narrative away from the entangled lives of expats to spend one fateful Sunday with two
Filipina domestic workers and a disparate ensemble of Hong Kong locals as a massive typhoon descends
upon the city and the 2014 political movement reaches a point of no return.

Fargo

The Tragedy Of The Commons

A series of unexpected events lands Dot in hot water and she is plunged back into a life she thought she
left behind.

Full Circle

Loyalty

Faced with suspension, Inspector Harmony makes a last-ditch plea to Sam, while Gene and Jeff come face-
to-face for the first time in years.

Gen V

God U.

Congratulations. You have been chosen for admission to Godolkin University. We're thrilled to be a part of
your journey to discovering what kind of super you are.

Genie

With his life unraveling around him, Bernard dusts off a jewelry box and releases genie Flora, who might
just be able to help him.

Girls5eva

Orlando

The group performs at a fan's nostalgic party where Dawn reckons with the past, Summer looks to right a
wrong, and Wickie runs into an old flame.

Good Trouble

It’s My Party I Can Die If I Want To

The characters immerse themselves in the elaborate murder-mystery scenario, the lines between stories
and truths become increasingly blurred.

The Great Lillian Hall

Lillian Hall, a beloved Broadway actress, has never missed a performance throughout her long, illustrious
career. Yet in the rehearsals leading up to Opening Night of Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, her confidence
is challenged. People and events conspire to take away her ability to do what she loves most.



Hacks

Yes, And

While Marcus agrees to hold down Palm Springs Pride, Deborah heads to Berkeley with Ava for an honorary
doctorate and a profile piece in a prestigious magazine. Then, an unfortunate supercut of Deborah’s most
problematic jokes threatens yet another chance at Late Night.

High Desert

Soul Retrieval

Peggy and Denny try a shocking new strategy with Guru Bob, and an unexpected clue appears.

Hightown

Chekov’s Gun

Owen is more dangerous than ever and he’s taking Sarah with him. Jackie unsuspectingly closes in on the
prostitutes’ killer and Charmaine and Osito resume their partnership.

I'm A Virgo

Paco Rabanne

As long as I push.

The Idol

Double Fantasy

After clashing with her team over her album’s first single, Jocelyn pushes herself to the limit on the set of
her new music video, while Nikki sees potential in backup dancer Dyanne. Later, Tedros introduces Jocelyn
and Leia to Izaak and Chloe from his inner circle.

Justified: City Primeval

The Oklahoma Wildman

Raylan hunts a killer. Carolyn takes on a former client. Willa makes a new friend.

Killing It

Predatory

Craig attends an influencer event for the launch of Predator Power Pills and must team up with an
unexpected ally in order to rescue Jillian from the Boones.

Ladies Of The '80s: A Divas Christmas

Five iconic female stars from the 80s reunite to share the spotlight and shoot the final Christmas episode of
their long-running soap opera. But as old tensions resurface and secrets emerge, they must navigate
personal conflicts and unexpected twists, discovering the power of forgiveness, friendship, and the magic
of Christmas.

The Lincoln Lawyer

Bury Your Past

The defense rests, and a verdict is in — but Mickey still has more to learn about Lisa. Lorna and Cisco's
wedding plans hit another hiccup.

Loot

Women Who Rule

It’s LA Fashion Week — and Molly is asked to walk the runway. Sofia faces commitment issues with Isaac.
Arthur asks Howard for style advice.



The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Sturt's Desert Pea

Alice is pushed to physical and emotional breaking point, but by moving through the turmoil, and learning
to love and forgive herself and her family, she gathers the strength to powerfully use her own voice.

A Man In Full

The Takedown

A shocking spectacle breeds tensions at Turpmtine. Roger's aspirations to help Conrad take a hit. At a
charity gala, old acquaintances reconnect.

The Morning Show

The Kármán Line

A bold proposal to shore up a financially-challenged UBA meets with opposition, as Alex and Bradley
discover their autonomy has limits.

Mr. & Mrs. Smith

Double Date

John and Jane aren't the only Smiths having fun. They meet Other John and Other Jane, another pair of
Smiths, only they're super high risk. Will the whole gang together be too much of a good thing? Double the
laughs and double the hijinx! It's John and Jane's: Double Date!

Mr. Monk's Last Case: A Monk Movie

Coming out of retirement, Adrian Monk, a private detective with obsessive-compulsive disorder, returns to
solve one last, very personal case involving his beloved stepdaughter Molly, a journalist preparing for her
wedding. Starring: Tony Shalhoub, Ted Levine, Jason Gray-Stanford, Traylor Howard, Melora Hardin,
Hector Elizondo, Caitlin McGee, James Purefoy.

Música

Música is a coming-of-age love story that follows an aspiring creator with synesthesia, who must come to
terms with an uncertain future, while navigating the pressures of love, family and his Brazilian culture in
Newark, New Jersey.

Never Have I Ever

...Said Goodbye

The last weekend of summer coincides with a festive occasion — and on the brink of their new lives, Devi,
her family and friends have lots to celebrate.

9-1-1

Capsized

With each moment becoming critical as the ship is flipped upside down, Athena and Bobby take charge,
seeking methods for rescue while navigating efforts to guide survivors to safety. Hen defies protocols in
her search for Bobby and Athena.

Only Murders In The Building

Opening Night

Charles, Mabel and Oliver race to entrap the killer on opening night. As the musical thrills its Broadway
audience, the trio braves further twists and turns from behind, above and all around the stage.



The Other Black Girl

Down With Disease

Nella faces the ultimate decision and must choose between everything she’s worked for and the safety of
everyone she loves.

Platonic

When Will Met Sylvia

Tensions flare between Sylvia and Will at a housewarming party.

Quiz Lady

Quiz Lady is a hilarious and heartfelt comedy about a dysfunctional family and the game show which just
might be the key to their salvation.

Reacher

Picture Says A Thousand Words

After more of his friends fall victim, Reacher forges an uneasy alliance with a dogged detective, and their
only clue in the case leads the 110th to a troubling discovery.

Red, White & Royal Blue

When the feud between the son of the American President, Alex Claremont-Diaz (Taylor Zakhar Perez) and
Britain's Prince Henry (Nicholas Galitzine) threatens to drive a wedge in U.S./British relations, the two are
forced into a staged truce that sparks something deeper.

The Regime

Don’t Yet Rejoice

With the palace walls now breached, Elena and Zubak find themselves on the run – and seeking help from
an everyday citizen – to evade capture by the rebels. Later, Elena leverages her skills in diplomacy – and
duplicity – in a last-ditch effort to stay in power.

Ricky Stanicky

When three childhood friends pull a prank gone wrong, they invent Ricky Stanicky to get them out of
trouble! Years later, they still use Ricky as an alibi for their immature behavior. When their families
demand to meet Ricky, the trio hire a washed-up actor to bring him to life.

The Righteous Gemstones

Interlude III

2000. After a Y2K doomsday fails to materialize, Eli and Aimee-Leigh find themselves flooded with criticism
from their congregants…and the Montgomerys. Later, the arrival of Jesse’s girlfriend Amber throws an
already fragile Judy for a loop.

Role Play

Emma has a wonderful husband and two kids in the suburbs of New Jersey – she also has a secret life as
an assassin for hire – a secret that her husband David discovers when the couple decide to spice up their
marriage with a little role play.

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview - Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.



Slow Horses

Negotiating With Tigers

Marcus and Shirley face Lamb's wrath. River discovers revenge is a dish best served cold.

Sugar

Olivia

After solving a case in Japan, private eye John Sugar returns to LA to help find a missing woman with ties
to a Hollywood legend.

Swagger

18

Jace struggles with a tough situation days away from his 18th birthday—but is he mature enough to handle
it?

Tokyo Vice

Like A New Man

As the new yakuza task force takes off, Ishida calls a summit. While Sato and Hayama join forces, Katagiri
and Jake investigate a mysterious return.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Wukong

Complications arise in Jack's plan to extract Chao and his family from the compound in Myanmar. Back in
D.C., Greer comes to a shocking conclusion.

The Tourist

Episode 6

The man and Fergal form an unlikely team and try to put an end to a generations-long rivalry. Meanwhile,
Helen investigates the real Elliot Stanley.

Tracker

Chicago

Do you want me to change to this. - Colter, Bobby and Reenie race against time to track down a talented
MMA fighter who disappeared while trying to solve her family's trouble with their visas.

The UnderDoggs

A washed-up former pro football star is sentenced to do community service coaching the UnderDoggs, an
unruly pee-wee football team in his hometown. He sees it mostly as an opportunity to rebuild his public
image but he may just turn his life around and rediscover his love of the game.

Upload

Strawberry

Nathan and Nora struggle to make their relationship work, while Ingrid tries to make the best of her
second shot at love.

The Upshaws

Do I?

Regina and Bernie are forced to help a newly single Tasha get back on her feet. Major doubts linger for
Lucretia and Frank as the big day approaches.



The Veil

The Asset

Imogen reunites Adilah with her daughter in Paris as truth and lies become further blurred.

What We Do In The Shadows

Pride Parade

The vampires help Sean host a Pride parade. Nadja helps her doll achieve a long-held dream.

Will Trent

We Are Family

Will Trent reunites with a long-lost relative, uncovering unexpected and profound similarities. Meanwhile
GBI and APD investigates judges murder at Drag Queen night club. The mystery unfolds at the club.

The Woman In The Wall

Show Thyself

Lorna still hasn't slept, and she has no intention of doing so until she finds out what Aoife Cassidy knew.
The town's laundry survivors are campaigning for justice, and Lorna discovers that Aoife spoke to another
survivor.

End of Category



Outstanding Period Or Fantasy/Sci-Fi Hairstyling

Acapulco

Take A Chance On Me

Present-day Maximo reconnects with Hector, whose arrival sparks a memory from 1985 that they each
recall very differently.

The Afterparty

Grace

Aniq and Danner interview the bride, who tells the story of her relationship with Edgar in the style of a Jane
Austen romance.

Ahsoka

Part One: Master And Apprentice

A valuable prisoner escapes New Republic custody; a search for answers reunites two old friends.

All The Light We Cannot See

Episode 3

After earning Etienne's trust, Werner opens up about his haunting past and his ties to shortwave 13.10.
Daniel goes to great lengths to trick the Gestapo.

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Warriors

Aang, Katara and Sokka arrive at a small Island, home to elite warriors named after Avatar Kyoshi. The
Fire Nation gets wind of the Avatar's whereabouts.

Black Cake

Covey

In the late 1960s, runaway bride Covey disappears into the surf off the coast of Jamaica; in the present
day, Eleanor Bennett loses her battle with cancer, leaving her two estranged children with a flash drive that
holds untold stories of her past.

BMF

Code Red

Meech returns to Atlanta to learn that the city and his love now belong to Glock. He is determined to build
there, and to take the city from his competitors, yet he learns to do this in a smart manner. All eyes are
watching the city… and his next move.

The Buccaneers

Homecoming

The girls return to New York for a grand celebration. Nan seeks answers from her family. James begins to
manipulate Jinny.

Echo

Lowak

Maya enlists the help of her disapproving family to take down Fisk’s army. Meanwhile, she begins
experiencing strange visions.



Fallout

The Head

The Wasteland’s got its own Golden Rule.

Fellow Travelers

Hit Me

Hawk and Tim go on a road trip that turns sour when Tim realizes Hawk is using the trip to dig up dirt on
Senator Smith’s enemies. Marcus and Frankie’s encounter with a racist bouncer nearly tears them apart.
Roy is desperate to keep David from being drafted.

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Hats, Gloves And Effete Homosexuals

In New York, it’s the end of an era. In California, Truman tries to usher in a new era with a hunky beau.

Foundation

In Seldon’s Shadow

Hari finds himself trapped in a mysterious prison. An assassination attempt leaves Day shaken. Gaal and
Salvor devise an escape plan.

Franklin

Pride And Gout

Bad news arrives from America. Franklin finds himself ensnared in the traps of Versailles. Temple bows
down before a star.

Genius: MLK/X

Graduation

Following Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X from their formative years to their rich, parallel stories as
they shape their identities and become the change they wish to see in the world; the two visionaries
ultimately rise to pioneer a movement.

Ghosts

Holes Are Bad

When Sam and Jay leave the ghosts home alone for the weekend in an attempt to have a romantic
getaway, shocking revelations are made about two of Woodstone's beloved spirits.

The Gilded Age

You Don’t Even Like Opera

On Easter, Agnes informs Ada, Marian, and Oscar of her nephew Dashiell Montgomery’s arrival in New
York. Needing a change after an emotional visit to Philadelphia, Peggy asks Marian about returning to 61st
Street. Meanwhile, Bertha sidesteps Mrs. Astor to support the Metropolitan Opera House, and Oscar courts
Gladys again.

Griselda

Rich White People

Griselda welcomes some well-supplied Medellín associates to Miami, but an enemy isn't far behind. A night
out fuels a bold plan to tap into a new market.



Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Part VIII

After a waltz with the devil, Bass, Billy Crow, and Sherrill have a dangerous reckoning with Mister
Sundown; trouble ensues for Jennie, Sally, and Esme back at the Reeves' farm.

Lessons In Chemistry

Introduction To Chemistry

Season Finale. With the fate of Supper at Six uncertain, Elizabeth makes a decision about her future.
Harriet prepares for the city council vote.

Loki

Breaking Brad

With the TVA on the verge of a temporal meltdown, Loki & Mobius will stop at nothing to find Sylvie.

Manhunt

Let The Sheep Flee

The hunt expands to Québec, where a nest of Confederate spies and expats reorganize. Booth is taken
underground in Maryland.

Mary & George

The Hunt

Mary resorts to drastic measures to earn George an opportunity to impress the King. George must pull out
all the stops and go head-to-head with Earl Somerset in order to stand out and prove himself to the King.

Masters Of The Air

Part Four

Lt. Rosenthal joins the 100th just as one of its crews reaches a milestone. The U-boat pens at Bremen
become a target for the second time.

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

Terrifying Miracles

Shaw finds an unlikely ally within Monarch as the team has a harrowing run-in. Keiko and Lee grow closer
while at a military ball.

The New Look

I Love You Most Of All

Coco hosts a world-famous fashion editor in the hopes of helping orchestrate her comeback. Christian faces
family pressure from his father.

Painkiller

The One To Start With, The One To Stay With

Seizing an opportunity, Richard bets on an opiate that relieves pain. College graduate Shannon takes a job
at Purdue. Glen suffers a workplace injury.

Palm Royale

Maxine Rolls The Dice

With Norma’s estate going to charity, Maxine’s last shot at the Dellacorte fortune is a conservatorship that
puts her at legal odds with Robert.



Power Book III: Raising Kanan

Made You Look

Desperation sets in as Howard tries to evade the Task Force and Ronnie goes on the attack, leaving Raq
and Kanan to make some fateful choices.

Renegade Nell

Stop Printing This Muck

The gang head to Fleet Street to stop the news sheets from printing lies about Nell.

Reservation Dogs

Deer Lady

Deer Lady sees a glimpse of her past while helping Bear.

Ripley

VIII Narcissus

Tom reinvents himself again, creating an enviable life in Venice — as long as his lies hold.

Sense And Sensibility

A period adaptation of Jane Austen’s Sense and Sensibility. After a change in circumstances, practical
Elinor Dashwood (Deborah Ayorinde) privately longs for a man beyond reach, while her passionate younger
sister Marianne (Bethany Antonia) spurns the interest of their steadfast new neighbor for a more exciting
prospect.

Sho ̄gun

A Stick Of Time

Outplayed by new alliances in Osaka, Toranaga is forced to carve out a new deal with a long lost family
member.

Silo

Machines

In her hunt for a new sheriff, Mayor Jahns clashes with Bernard. Juliette strikes a deal to keep the
generator running.

Star Trek: Discovery

Face The Strange

On the way to the next clue, the U.S.S. Discovery is sabotaged by a mysterious weapon, leaving Captain
Burnham, Rayner, and Stamets as the only crew members who can possibly save the ship in time.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

The Broken Circle

A distress call from Lt. Noonien-Singh compels Spock to disobey orders and take the U.S.S. Enterprise and
its crew into disputed space, risking renewed hostilities with the Klingons in a bid to aid their shipmate.

The Sympathizer

Love It Or Leave It

With the General’s order to eliminate the spy weighing on him, the Captain seeks Bon’s help to craft and
execute a plan timed for Independence Day. At an upscale lunch, Claude introduces the Captain to the
Auteur, who seeks the Captain’s on-set consulting for his upcoming movie about the war.



Them: The Scare

Luke 8:17

A shocking phone call sends Edmund past the point of no return. Dawn follows an unexpected lead that
brings her closer than ever to the killer.

Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.

Under The Bridge

Three And Seven

The unfolding trial pushes Rebecca to the brink as she begins to question who she should defend. Cam’s
allegiance to the justice system is tested as details from the night of the murder are finally revealed.

Unfrosted

Michigan, 1963. Kellogg's and Post, sworn cereal rivals, race to create a pastry that will change the face of
breakfast forever. A tale of ambition, betrayal, sugar, and menacing milkmen.

The Wheel Of Time

What Was Meant To Be

Fate leads Rand and the others to an inevitable showdown with their most formidable enemies yet.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

What Is And What Should Never Be

As the 1984 NBA Finals begin, tensions between the Lakers and Celtics reach new heights. While Buss
fends off a lawsuit, Claire faces the possibility of another bankruptcy, and Jeanie questions her place in
professional sports. Later, Earvin and Larry battle to the bitter end of their first Finals face-off.

The Witcher

The Cost Of Chaos

After the fateful events at Aretuza, Geralt and Yennefer struggle to pick up the pieces and reunite their
family as war comes to the Continent.

End of Category



Outstanding Contemporary Makeup (Non-Prosthetic)

Abbott Elementary

Panel

Ava and Gregory are invited to speak on a panel about public schools, while the other teachers must
complete CPR training; Janine faces challenges securing district approval for her librarian extension
programme.

All American

Public Service Announcement

Spencer feels the mounting pressure of football stardom, as he clashes with Jordan, Liv pitches her book
idea to the family with lukewarm reception, Layla and Jordan’s wedding is in the works, Asher and Jaymee
struggle with new parenthood while Patience takes back her life with self-defense classes.

And Just Like That...

Met Cute

While Carrie questions whether she’s ready for more than a casual fling, Miranda starts to worry her
relationship with Che is only about sex.

Baby Reindeer

Episode 4

As Donny reports Martha to the police, it triggers the memory of a traumatic experience he had with a man
he met at the Edinburgh Fringe years before.

Based On A True Story

Love You, Buzzfeed

Nathan and Ava attend an auction at Ruby and Simon’s house and find Matt there. Ruby confronts Ava and
wants in on their podcast money. Simon, enraged by Ruby’s flagrant cheating, pulls out a gun. When
Jessica Alba tweets hatred for the podcast, fame and fortune vanish in real time.

The Bear

Fishes

Feast of the Seven Fishes.

Black Mirror

Mazey Day

A troubled Hollywood starlet goes to great lengths to escape packs of invasive paparazzi as she deals with
the aftermath of a hit-and-run.

Bob Hearts Abishola

Find Your Bench

Seven years from now, a lot has changed for Bob, Abishola and their friends and family as they reflect on
how far they've come and consider what's most important to them as they head into the future, on the
series finale.

Bookie

A Square Job In A Round Hole

A violent showdown causes Sandy to issue Danny an ultimatum: get legit or risk losing his family for good.



The Brothers Sun

Country Boy

Mama Sun travels to Taiwan and hears upsetting news. A celebrity's holiday home provides the perfect
safe house for the brothers. Bruce bonds with Grace.

The Changeling

Aftermath

Emma finds Cal and the Wise Ones on North Brother Island, where she pieces together clues to locate a
special place.

Curb Your Enthusiasm

No Lessons Learned

Larry returns to Atlanta for his trial. He states he’s never learned a lesson in his life and then the trial plays
out like the Seinfeld finale. Until Jerry Seinfeld saves him from jail. You don’t want to end up like this. No
one wants to see it. Trust me.

The Curse

Questa Lane

A focus group gets into Whitney's head.

Death And Other Details

Tragic

Imogene is betrayed by someone close to her as more victims fall prey to Viktor Sams.

Dr. Death

Worth The Risk

Despite patient Hannah’s death, Benita continues producing Macchiarini’s story. When Benita develops
painful abdominal symptoms, she has emergency surgery. Macchiarini makes promises to a Russian
ballerina who wants the tracheal transplant. Benita accepts Macchiarini’s marriage proposal. As Macchiarini
seeks more patients to secure funding, every rat in the trial dies.

Elsbeth

A Fitting Finale

When an unlikable fashion photographer is murdered in the middle of a fashion show, Elsbeth and the team
suspect the killer to be either the photographer’s college ex – and leading model of the show, Nadine or her
jealous husband. Meanwhile, Elsbeth’s role at the precinct is thrown into question.

Expats

Central

Central shifts the narrative away from the entangled lives of expats to spend one fateful Sunday with two
Filipina domestic workers and a disparate ensemble of Hong Kong locals as a massive typhoon descends
upon the city and the 2014 political movement reaches a point of no return.

Fargo

Insolubilia

Munch makes a bold move, Indira and Witt have questions, Wayne takes a fall and Gator disappoints.



Frasier

The B Story

While Frasier attempts to convince the university's provost to grant him full professor status, David faces a
horrific, life-shattering crisis which will take all of Freddy’s help to get him through.

Full Circle

Essequibo

As chaos breaks out at Mrs. Mahabir’s ritual, Agent Harmony finds a definitive link between the McCuskers
and Guyana.

Gen V

#Thinkbrink

You’re invited to the #ThinkBrink Memorial Gala and Fundraiser tonight at Godolkin University! Make sure
to dress your best when the doors open at 7PM and you hit the red carpet! Then enjoy a touching tribute
video to the legendary Professor Brinkerhoff, featuring A-Train, The Deep, and Polarity!

Genie

With his life unraveling around him, Bernard dusts off a jewelry box and releases genie Flora, who might
just be able to help him.

The Gentlemen

Where's My Weed At?

Jimmy gets distracted on the job. As supply chain issues delay deliveries, the Horniman brothers take a
risky ride to placate a dissatisfied customer.

The Girls On The Bus

Everything Is Copy

While Sadie must defend herself at work, Kimberlyn prepares for her engagement party, and Lola
contemplates a new relationship.

Girls5eva

New York

With ticket sales low and tensions high, the group hustles to save their Radio City Music Hall show — but
their friendship hangs in the balance.

The Great Lillian Hall

Lillian Hall, a beloved Broadway actress, has never missed a performance throughout her long, illustrious
career. Yet in the rehearsals leading up to Opening Night of Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, her confidence
is challenged. People and events conspire to take away her ability to do what she loves most.

Hacks

Yes, And

While Marcus agrees to hold down Palm Springs Pride, Deborah heads to Berkeley with Ava for an honorary
doctorate and a profile piece in a prestigious magazine. Then, an unfortunate supercut of Deborah’s most
problematic jokes threatens yet another chance at Late Night.

High Desert

Soul Retrieval

Peggy and Denny try a shocking new strategy with Guru Bob, and an unexpected clue appears.



I'm A Virgo

Paco Rabanne

Cootie experiences dating for the first time as he and Flora hit up the town. We find out Flora's speedy
movements are actually a Superpower of her own that she's had to keep hidden. Meanwhile, Scat is
wounded on his minibike.

The Idol

Double Fantasy

After clashing with her team over her album’s first single, Jocelyn pushes herself to the limit on the set of
her new music video, while Nikki sees potential in backup dancer Dyanne. Later, Tedros introduces Jocelyn
and Leia to Izaak and Chloe from his inner circle.

Justified: City Primeval

The Question

Raylan and Carolyn cross the line, as Raylan attempts to make it out of Detroit alive.

Killing It

Predatory

Craig attends an influencer event for the launch of Predator Power Pills and must team up with an
unexpected ally in order to rescue Jillian from the Boones.

The Lincoln Lawyer

Suspicious Minds

Cisco lays himself on the line for a friend. After pushing Andrea to show her cards in the courtroom, Mickey
risks overplaying his hand.

Loot

Women Who Rule

It’s LA Fashion Week — and Molly is asked to walk the runway. Sofia faces commitment issues with Isaac.
Arthur asks Howard for style advice.

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Sturt's Desert Pea

Alice is pushed to physical and emotional breaking point, but by moving through the turmoil, and learning
to love and forgive herself and her family, she gathers the strength to powerfully use her own voice.

Manifest

Final Boarding

The Death Date has arrived. As tensions erupt and revelations emerge, the passengers of Flight 828
reunite and face the unknown together.

The Morning Show

Strict Scrutiny

Harsh reality collides with an opulent night celebrating fashion. Cory and Bradley visit a crucial player in
the potential sale of UBA.



Mr. & Mrs. Smith

First Date

Meet the Smiths, John and Jane! Strangers who have given up their identities to be paired off by a
secretive organization, both in espionage and in marriage. Two peas stuck in one pod. But watch out,
there's something amiss for this very first mission. It's John and Jane's: First Date!

Música

Música is a coming-of-age love story that follows an aspiring creator with synesthesia, who must come to
terms with an uncertain future, while navigating the pressures of love, family and his Brazilian culture in
Newark, New Jersey.

Never Have I Ever

…Set My Mom Up

Unsure about her own love life, Devi focuses on Nalini's — but it will mean befriending an enemy. Pati's
birthday ends on a high note no one sees coming.

9-1-1

There Goes The Groom

After years of anticipation, Maddie and Chimney's long-awaited wedding day arrives. However, when the
groom mysteriously vanishes, the 118 races against time to ensure he doesn't miss the most crucial day of
his life.

Only Murders In The Building

Opening Night

Charles, Mabel and Oliver race to entrap the killer on opening night. As the musical thrills its Broadway
audience, the trio braves further twists and turns from behind, above and all around the stage.

Painkiller

The One To Start With, The One To Stay With

Seizing an opportunity, Richard bets on an opiate that relieves pain. College graduate Shannon takes a job
at Purdue. Glen suffers a workplace injury.

Quiz Lady

Quiz Lady is a hilarious and heartfelt comedy about a dysfunctional family and the game show which just
might be the key to their salvation.

Reacher

ATM

Reacher and Neagley investigate the murder of a member of 110th, a group of Special investigators
assembled by Reacher, only to realize the whole unit may be at risk.

Reservation Dogs

Send It

The gang gets interrogated.

Ricky Stanicky

When three childhood friends pull a prank gone wrong, they invent Ricky Stanicky to get them out of
trouble! Years later, they still use Ricky as an alibi for their immature behavior. When their families
demand to meet Ricky, the trio hire a washed-up actor to bring him to life.



The Righteous Gemstones

Wonders That Cannot Be Fathomed, Miracles That Cannot Be Counted

The siblings compete in an all-out biblical brawl – until a stroke of divine intervention forever alters the
fate of the Gemstone family.

Role Play

Emma has a wonderful husband and two kids in the suburbs of New Jersey – she also has a secret life as
an assassin for hire – a secret that her husband David discovers when the couple decide to spice up their
marriage with a little role play.

Station 19

One Last Time

As Station 19 continues to battle a wildfire, the team grapples with the possibility of a future that will be
changed forever.

Superman & Lois

Injustice

Lois Lane's battle with cancer. Lex Luthers struggles throughout his time in jail with beatings and then later
with his iconic head shave. His then freedom to search out and revive Bizarro to use his powers to defeat
Superman. Bizarro now alive again, slowly growing into what will become Doomsday!

Swagger

Are We Free?

Team Swagger play a game at a youth detention facility, and what they experience will impact their lives
forever.

3 Body Problem

Judgment Day

As threat levels rise, a secret mission to retrieve enemy intel ventures into dangerous territory. An
ominous message reaches Earth.

Tires

Dad

Will hits a low point after clashing with his toughest critic over his life choices. An unlikely advocate steps
in to help save his job - and the shop.

Tokyo Vice

The Noble Path

Jake’s successful trip to the U.S. propels the group in a new direction, while Katagiri struggles with his
case’s devastating turn of events.

The Tourist

Episode 1

The man and Helen's trip to Ireland takes a turn when he gets kidnapped by a sadistic group who
remembers his past better than he does.



True Detective: Night Country

Part 5

As Prior digs into links between Tsalal and mining company Silver Sky, Navarro rescues Leah from a local
protest that’s turned violent. While meeting with Silver Sky, Danvers balks when Connelly shares the
official cause of the Tsalal men’s deaths – and gets warnings against pursuing the case any further.

Twisted Metal

WHZDARE

John strikes a dangerous deal in order to get desperately needed supplies; Quiet questions her future.

Upgraded

Ana is an ambitious intern dreaming of a career in the art world, while trying to impress her demanding
boss. When she's upgraded to first class on a work trip, she meets Will, who mistakes Ana for her boss– a
white lie that sets off a glamorous chain of events.

Upload

Ticking Clock

Nora and a recently downloaded Nathan race to stop Freeyond before his head explodes.

The Upshaws

Do I?

Regina and Bernie are forced to help a newly single Tasha get back on her feet. Major doubts linger for
Lucretia and Frank as the big day approaches.

The Veil

The Asset

Imogen reunites Adilah with her daughter in Paris as truth and lies become further blurred.

We Are Lady Parts

Villain Era

Lady Parts return with a renewed artistic mission following a magical summer tour and set out to lay down
their legacy, to record their debut album; only to find that a rival band threatens their status quo.

What We Do In The Shadows

A Weekend At Morrigan Manor

The housemates are invited for a weekend away at the home of a mysterious, illustrious vampire.

Will Trent

Why Is Jack's Arm Bleeding?

After discovering the body of a missing girl 13 years later, Will and Faith reopen the case leading to Will
experiencing frequent flashbacks as they uncover the truth. Meanwhile, Angie and Ormewood investigate
the death of a veteran.

End of Category



Outstanding Period Or Fantasy/Sci-Fi Makeup (Non-Prosthetic)

Acapulco

Take A Chance On Me

Present-day Maximo reconnects with Hector, whose arrival sparks a memory from 1985 that they each
recall very differently.

Avatar: The Last Airbender

Warriors

Aang, Katara and Sokka arrive at a small Island, home to elite warriors named after Avatar Kyoshi. The
Fire Nation gets wind of the Avatar's whereabouts.

BMF

The Battle Of Techwood

Meech and Terry rediscover the Black Mecca of Atlanta when Terry returns with Meech, who connects him
with new allies to build their business and increase cash flow for the BMF team. Both brothers learn the
process of breaking into the scene in Atlanta will not be easy.

The Crown

Ritz

After a series of strokes, a declining Margaret recalls a wild night with her sister at the Ritz in 1945, and
later celebrates her 70th birthday there.

Echo

Lowak

Maya enlists the help of her disapproving family to take down Fisk’s army. Meanwhile, she begins
experiencing strange visions.

Eric

Episode 6

As the city's unhoused people are forced onto the street, Vincent meets the one with answers. An old friend
helps Ledroit bring buried evidence to light.

Fallout

The Head

The Wasteland’s got its own Golden Rule.

Fellow Travelers

Make It Easy

In 1957, Hawk and Tim reunite at Senator McCarthy’s funeral and try to find a way to be together, but the
pressures of impending fatherhood may force Hawk to commit an act of betrayal. In 1986 San Francisco,
Hawk seeks redemption, seeing Tim through a medical crisis and facing Lucy.

Feud: Capote vs. The Swans

Beautiful Babe

Babe reflects on her life and her greatest treasures. Truman and the Swans reel in the fallout of a tragedy.



Franklin

Pride And Gout

Bad news arrives from America. Franklin finds himself ensnared in the traps of Versailles. Temple bows
down before a star.

Genius: MLK/X

Can You Imagine

Malcolm’s fate is sealed after he criticizes the NOI. Martin’s political views lead to his ultimate sacrifice for
the Movement. The two leaders are assassinated, but their legacies continue to inspire.

A Gentleman In Moscow

An Invitation

The Count confronts his past when an old friend, Mishka, arrives at the hotel. He embarks on a passionate
affair with Anna Urbanova. His friendship with Nina deepens, but their time together faces potential
challenges.

Ghosts

He Sees Dead People

When Jay's sister, Bela (Puna Patel), and her boyfriend, Eric (Andrew Leeds), visit Woodstone Mansion, Eric
reveals a major change that took place after his near-death experience there over Christmas.

The Gilded Age

You Don’t Even Like Opera

On Easter, Agnes informs Ada, Marian, and Oscar of her nephew Dashiell Montgomery’s arrival in New
York. Needing a change after an emotional visit to Philadelphia, Peggy asks Marian about returning to 61st
Street. Meanwhile, Bertha sidesteps Mrs. Astor to support the Metropolitan Opera House, and Oscar courts
Gladys again.

Griselda

Middle Management

Griselda hides out in a secure compound and prepares to make her move against the Ochoas. June joins
an elite tactical unit targeting drug traffickers.

Lawmen: Bass Reeves

Part VIII

After a waltz with the devil, Bass, Billy Crow, and Sherrill have a dangerous reckoning with Mister
Sundown; trouble ensues for Jennie, Sally, and Esme back at the Reeves' farm.

Lessons In Chemistry

Poirot

Newfound fame presents challenges for Elizabeth. Mad continues her covert mission. Tensions surrounding
the freeway come to a head.

Loki

1893

Loki & Mobius go on the hunt to find everyone’s favorite cartoon clock as they try to save the TVA.



Manhunt

Pilot

President Lincoln is assassinated five days after the Civil War ends. Edwin Stanton, his right-hand man,
finds himself at the aftermath’s forefront.

Masters Of The Air

Part Nine

Series Finale. The POWs are marched across Germany—and Rosie makes a gruesome discovery—as the
war comes to its conclusion.

Monarch: Legacy Of Monsters

Terrifying Miracles

Shaw finds an unlikely ally within Monarch as the team has a harrowing run-in. Keiko and Lee grow closer
while at a military ball.

Monsieur Spade

Episode 1

Twenty years after the events of the novel The Maltese Falcon, Sam Spade has retired in the small town of
Bozouls in the South of France. It's 1963, the war has ended, and in a very short time, so, too, will Spade's
tranquility.

The New Look

It All Came True

Christian takes unexpectedly bold and daring next steps to launch his fashion house. Coco figures out how
to use Elsa’s talents to her advantage.

Nolly (Masterpiece)

Episode Three

Helena Bonham Carter stars as Noele Nolly Gordon, one of the most famous faces on 1960s/70s British TV,
whose firing from her hit show was front-page news. An exploration of how the establishment turns on
women who refuse to play by the rules, and a portrait of a forgotten icon.

One Day

Episode 5

1992. After a heavy night out, a hungover Dexter goes home to visit his family. Shocked at the terrible
state he's in, his mother takes him to task.

Our Flag Means Death

Calypso’s Birthday

Facing accusations of becoming boring, the Revenge crew throws a party in honor of Calypso’s birthday…
which is soon interrupted by a pirate seeking retribution. Meanwhile, Zheng proposes a partnership with
Prince Ricky Barnes.

Palm Royale

Pilot

Maxine is ready to start a new life in Palm Beach. While trying to join an elite club, she discovers several
secrets—while hiding her own.



Physical

Like A Rocket

A fitness expo challenges Sheila’s recovery when it brings her face to face with Kelly.

Quantum Leap

As The World Burns

Ben leaps into the body of a Baltimore firefighter in 1974 and is unexpectedly reunited with his time-
crossed love, Hannah, and her son, Jeffrey. Trapped in a towering inferno, Ben must find a way to repair
their troubled relationship and save their lives before it's too late.

Ripley

VIII Narcissus

Tom reinvents himself again, creating an enviable life in Venice — as long as his lies hold.

Sho ̄gun

The Abyss Of Life

Toranaga’s defeated clan moves to Edo and awaits their fate. Blackthorne must decide who he fights for —
the lord who has turned his back on him, or the ambition that brought him to Japan in the first place.

Shooting Stars

The origin story of a basketball superhero reveals how LeBron James and his childhood friends became the
No. 1 high school team in the country, launching James’ career as a four-time NBA Champion, two-time
Olympic gold medalist and the NBA’s all-time leading scorer.

Star Trek: Discovery

Life, Itself

With a powerful ancient technology up for grabs, Burnham and Moll battle each other inside a mysterious
alien portal as Book, Rayner and the crew of Discovery wage a ferocious fight to protect Burnham – and
the future of Federation. Series finale.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Charades

A shuttle accident leads to Spock's Vulcan DNA getting removed by aliens, making him fully human and
unprepared to face T'Pring's family during an important ceremonial dinner.

The Sympathizer

All For One

After a lengthy hospital stay, the Captain finds his life in disarray and attempts to make amends for past
misdeeds. Meanwhile, Lana works a new gig away from her parents, Ms. Mori is romantically involved with
a familiar face, and the General has concocted a plan to reclaim his homeland.

The Tattooist Of Auschwitz

Episode 4

Lali is beaten, but he won’t give up the names of those who smuggled contraband. In the middle of the
night, women and children are taken away. The next day, black smoke rises. In the present day, Heather,
struggling with the pressures of her life and work, is briefly hospitalized.



Ted

Subways, Bicycles, And Automobiles

Ted’s plan to spend Halloween with John is thwarted when Blaire forces him to be her designated driver for
the night; Susan tries to cheer John up by finding him a new friend.

Them: The Scare

Luke 8:17

A shocking phone call sends Edmund past the point of no return. Dawn follows an unexpected lead that
brings her closer than ever to the killer.

Totally Killer

When the infamous Sweet Sixteen Killer returns 35 years after his first murder spree to claim another
victim, 17-year-old Jamie (Kiernan Shipka) accidentally travels back in time to 1987, determined to stop
the killer before he can start.

The Walking Dead: The Ones Who Live

Years

Rick tries to find his place in a new world.

We Were The Lucky Ones

Rio

Halina's strength and hope are put to the test; Addy builds a new life in Rio; the end of the war triggers the
Kurc family's final search for answers.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

The Hamburger Hamlet

After a final clash between Earvin and Coach Westhead, Buss tasks Jerry West with picking up the pieces.
As Honey attempts a heart-to-heart with Jeanie, Buss faces pushback from the press and his Captain.
Later, Pat faces his demons and takes control of his team.

End of Category



Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup

Ahsoka

Part Eight: The Jedi, The Witch, And The Warlord

The heroes race to prevent Grand Admiral Thrawn's escape.

Bosco

Based on a true story of Quawntary Adams aka Bosco, who was sentence to 35 years for attempted
possession of Marijuana. With a help of a woman from a lonely hearts ad, he escapes the prison to see his
daughter but will have to take responsibility for his past.

Dr. Death

191

Yesim, a young woman from Turkey, undergoes an exploratory procedure in which Dr. Macchiarini
unexpectedly removes her lung, positioning her as a candidate for his deadly tracheal transplant. Now
under Dr. Gamelli’s care, Yesim undergoes multiple surgeries while Gamelli, knowing that Macchiarini is a
fraud, is determined to expose him.

The Fall Of The House Of Usher

Murder In The Rue Morgue

In charge of the Ushers' publicity, Camille conspires to spin controversy in her family's favor and expose
the grim details of her sister's experiments.

Fallout

The Beginning

Fallout is the story of haves and have-nots in a world in which there’s almost nothing left to have. 200
years after the apocalypse, the gentle denizens of luxury fallout shelters are forced to return to the
incredibly complex, gleefully weird and highly violent universe waiting for them above.

Fargo

The Tragedy Of The Commons

A series of unexpected events lands Dot in hot water and she is plunged back into a life she thought she
left behind.

For All Mankind

Brazil

Things start to go awry just as an important mission approaches a critical juncture.

The Lost Flowers Of Alice Hart

Black Fire Orchid

When nine-year-old Alice Hart survives a terrible home fire, she’s taken by her estranged grandmother
June to Thornfield, a remote rural property with vast flower fields and many secrets.

Manhunt

Pilot

President Lincoln is assassinated five days after the Civil War ends. Edwin Stanton, his right-hand man,
finds himself at the aftermath’s forefront.



Masters Of The Air

Part One

Led by Majors Cleven and Egan, the 100th Bomb Group arrives in England and joins the 8th Air Force’s
campaign against Nazi Germany.

The New Look

Just You Wait And See

In Nazi-occupied Paris, Christian Dior fears for his resistance-fighter sister, Catherine. Coco Chanel makes
a deal that will forever haunt her.

9-1-1

Step Nine

After a victim of the apartment fire that changed Bobby's life resurfaces, he searches to make amends;
driven by his need to right past wrongs, Bobby delves deep into memories of his childhood, unearthing
moments from his fractured past.

Painkiller

The One To Start With, The One To Stay With

Seizing an opportunity, Richard bets on an opiate that relieves pain. College graduate Shannon takes a job
at Purdue. Glen suffers a workplace injury.

Resident Alien

Avian Flu

Harry gets distracted from his mission, while Mike and Liv make a huge discovery.

Ripley

V Lucio

Ensconced in a lovely Rome apartment, Tom's perfect life is threatened by the arrival of an unexpected
visitor.

Scoop

Scoop is the inside account of the journalism that landed an interview - Prince Andrew's infamous BBC
Newsnight appearance. From the tension of producer Sam McAlister’s high-stakes negotiations with
Buckingham Palace, to Emily Maitlis’ showdown with the Prince, Scoop takes us inside the story.

Sho ̄gun

A Dream Of A Dream

In the wake of a tragic death, Blackthorne finally considers the true nature of Toranaga’s plan.

Star Trek: Discovery

Life, Itself

With a powerful ancient technology up for grabs, Burnham and Moll battle each other inside a mysterious
alien portal as Book, Rayner and the crew of Discovery wage a ferocious fight to protect Burnham – and
the future of Federation. Series finale.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Ad Astra Per Aspera

Commander Una faces court-martial along with possible imprisonment and dishonorable dismissal from
Starfleet, and her defense is in the hands of a lawyer who's also a childhood friend with whom she had a
terrible falling out.



The Sympathizer

Love It Or Leave It

With the General’s order to eliminate the spy weighing on him, the Captain seeks Bon’s help to craft and
execute a plan timed for Independence Day. At an upscale lunch, Claude introduces the Captain to the
Auteur, who seeks the Captain’s on-set consulting for his upcoming movie about the war.

Tokyo Vice

The Noble Path

Jake’s successful trip to the U.S. propels the group in a new direction, while Katagiri struggles with his
case’s devastating turn of events.

True Detective: Night Country

Part 3

While Hank leads the search for Clark, Prior asks Danvers about the murder-suicide case driving a wedge
between her and Navarro. After sifting through contents of Clark’s trailer, Navarro and Danvers seek a
local hairdresser for insight on Annie – which leads to a tip about another former Tsalal worker.

Twisted Metal

CRZSRDS

Quiet closes in on her search for revenge; John finds himself incapacitated; Sweet Tooth wreaks havoc
during his road tour.

Upload

Download Doctor

Nathan and Nora track down the doctor who invented download, while Aleesha rises higher in the Horizen
hierarchy. Ingrid and back-up Nathan grow closer.

What We Do In The Shadows

Hybrid Creatures

Nadja gives back to her community. Laszlo’s experiments have some unexpected results.

The Wheel Of Time

What Was Meant To Be

Fate leads Rand and the others to an inevitable showdown with their most formidable enemies yet.

The Witcher

The Cost Of Chaos

After the fateful events at Aretuza, Geralt and Yennefer struggle to pick up the pieces and reunite their
family as war comes to the Continent.

End of Category


